
We are very excited to introduce our newest advanced holistic 

healing & first of its kind-embedded sound/light therapy devices –             

The Rainbow SLT and the InfraRed SLT!  

Now we can deliver Sound into any part of the human body, 

through the power of Light! 

The profound nature of energy allows for transference of frequency from sound to light, and then back to 

vibration inside the tissues of the body.  

Embedded sound travels through all body cells and light can transport the sound more deeply into the 

bones and connective tissue matrix(es) without physical limitations caused by scars, toxins, etc.† By using 

18 high index array LEDs tuned to the full light spectrum, the body can now become the resonator and 

reservoir of sound. With the sound/light placed anywhere on the skin, the body will begin to absorb both 

the sound and the light. 

Various wavelengths allow for whole body light/sound therapy.† The sound is carried through the light, 

into the body via subsonic transduction (the conversion of input energy of one form into output energy of 

another form.†) These sound/light (SLT) devices play any MP3 sound, frequency, or single tone file. Any 

mp3 format is compatible, and with the use of secondary speakers, you are able to hear the music 

simultaneously. 

As you know, tuning forks are great to change harmonics within the body. However, they lose their 

effective tonal range as they slow down their vibration. With the SLT Sound Light Therapy unit, we wil l be 

able to produce high quality embedded frequency delivery that doesn’t lose its effective range.† In fact, 

because its digital, the data can be profoundly different as compared to the total effect of tuning fork 

therapy.† Adding sound to the light and entering it into the body amplifies even more the natural healing 

to those body tissues. 



By using the SLT, we will be able to provide any MP3 sound file toning into the body. We can apply the 

light/sound to chakras, acupuncture points, or any other part of the body that may be sore or inflexible to 

provide digital tuning.† This is the best wellness tuning fork ever!  

We have two new Sound Light Therapy devices; one has 18 LEDs with 7 colors of the rainbow 

matching our chakras and the other is InfraRed with 18 LEDs of red and near-infrared.  

They both may help:  

➢ Improve skin tone and complexion  

➢ Enhance circulation  

➢ Enhance muscle recovery  

➢ Reduce skin conditions, like acne, rosacea, and eczema 

➢  Reduce pain & inflammation 

Some Specials to help Boost your Health & Decrease Stress! 

 Rainbow or InfraRed SLT only $3.75 per minute!                    
 (regular SLT is $5 per minute - $1.25 per minute Savings!) 
 One Bionetic Polarity Balancing (BPB) session only $120!     

 ($30 Savings!) *does not include supplements or SLT 
 10 one-hour sessions PEMF only $800!                       

 ($200 Savings!) *must be completed within 10 weeks of purchase 
 One Emotional CPR session only $120!  

 One German New Medicine/German Healing Knowledge   

  consultation only $120!  

We feel Blessed and very Grateful that we are able to offer these Gifts to 

help in your Journey to Optimal Wellness! 

 

 

*Must be paid in full at time of purchase *Cannot be combined with any other discounts or transferred *PEMF time limit starts on date of purchase 

*PEMF sessions must be 1 hour or more, and cannot be split into 30-minute sessions  *BPB, ECPR, and GNM/GHK must be done within 30 days of 
purchase *ECPR and GNM/GHK do not include SpectraVision *No Refunds after 7 days from purchase *Refunds taken off regular prices *Good 

November 8, 2022 thru January 6, 2023. 
*The information provided in this newsletter is from The New Human and Energetic Wellness School of Naturopathy. 

The products and statements made about specific products in this newsletter have not been evaluated by the United States Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent disease. All information provided in this newsletter is for 

informational purposes only and is not intended as a substitute for advice from your physician or other health care professional. You should not use 

the information in this newsletter for diagnosis or treatment of any health problem. Always consult with a healthcare professional 

 

before starting 

any new vitamins, supplements, diet, exercise program, before taking any medication, or if you have or suspect you might h ave a health problem. 

Pulse Centers PEMF should not be used to diagnose, treat, or cure any physical or medical condition. Pulse Centers products have no t been 

evaluated by the FDA and are meant for general wellness. 

($30 Saving!)

($30 Savings!)
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BIONETIC HEALTH 
Face it—a good energy level equals good health. When you have energy, you feel alive and 
vibrant. If you feel lethargic or depressed, your energy level is low. Your energy level has a 
direct correlation with not only how you feel but to how well the body can respond to stress. 
Historically, energy levels have been based merely on people’s perceptions of how they feel; 
they would respond based on how energetic they felt, but those days are over.  
 
There is a way not only to verify that your energy level may be sub-par but to help you 
recognize the energy that might be heading downward. This concept is new. NO one has 
really looked at the body’s energy level in the literal sense by measuring how much of it 
there is because there hasn’t been a way to measure it until now. Those levels can be 
measured through modern technology in the connective tissue and what is known as the 
Acupuncture Meridians. 
 
Energy levels have a direct correspondence to your level of health. The body’s energy 
system is more complex than we could ever imagine; it includes cell activity and 
intercellular communication– communication with every cell in the body. Each cell is 

connected bio-electrically through a complex web 
of connective tissue called the Biomatrix Network. 
This biomatrix (inside the connective tissue) can 
transfer information faster than the nerves can 
send messages. However, if this communication is 
hindered through injury, toxic buildup, insufficient 
nutrients, or what is called ‘functional stress 
impairment,’ the cells’ ability to send and receive 
data becomes increasingly challenged because the 
biomatrix can’t adequately carry messages.  
 
The cells continue to produce, but over time, they 
can become increasingly weak—remember, each 
new cell is sparked by the one that is dying—it is a 

one-to-one transfer of energy. If that transfer is weak, that can become the beginning of 
energy loss and discomfort. It is the beginning of DIS-EASE in the body! 
 
Using an advanced holistic process that blends ancient wisdom, biophysics, and 
biofeedback into a unique advanced science called Bionetics, you are taking advantage of 
one of the most unique and powerful modes of preventative health and wellness by 
assessing your Stress Markers and Energy Blueprint.  
 
Using an advanced technology known as the SpectraVision, you can safely and easily 
discover weakened communication or stress patterns in the body before they can manifest 
as symptoms or illness. If there was a way to find out what could be occurring behind the 
scenes, wouldn’t that be beneficial? 
 
 
 
 
 


